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Section Handout #4 Solutions
If you have any questions about the solutions to the problems in this handout, feel free to reach out to your section
Nick, or Chris for more information.
leader, Jason,
1. Insertion Sort
after pass 1

{17,%29,%%3,%94,%46,%%8,%,4,%12}%

after pass 2

{%3,%17,%29,%94,%46,%%8,%,4,%12}%

after pass 3

{%3,%17,%29,%94,%46,%%8,%,4,%12}%

2. Merge Sort
after split 1

{29,%17,%3,%94}%{46,%8,%,4,%12}%

after split 2

{29,%17}%{3,%94}%{46,%8}%{,4,%12}%

after split 3

{29}%{17}%{3}%{94}%{46}%{8}%{,4}%{12}%

after merge 1

{17,%29}%{3,%94}%{8,%46}%{,4,%12}%

after merge 2

{3,%17,%29,%94}%{,4,%8,%12,%46}%

after merge 3

{,4,%3,%8,%12,%17,%29,%46,%94}%

3. It Was The Best of Cases, It Was The Worst of Cases
Quicksort performs worst when the vector is already sorted (or in reverse sorted order). But why is that? More
generally, quicksort performs the worst when the pivot is the largest or smallest value in the vector. This is
because quicksort works by dividing the problem into smaller pieces (elements less than the pivot, and elements
greater than the pivot). If the pivot is already the largest or smallest element, then the problem isn't smaller. A
sorted or reverse sorted vector guarantees that the pivot chosen will always be the smallest or largest element in
the vector.
On the other hand, quicksort performs best when the pivot is the median value in the vector. Intuitively, this is
because when the pivot is the median element, it evenly splits the remaining elements for the two recursive calls.
Note that, as we discussed in lecture, the best and worst case performance can very depending on the algorithm
you choose to select the pivot. The code we showed always picked the first element in the Vector, but we also
suggested that you pick a random element as the pivot. Even if you randomize the pivot, there's no way to avoid
the worst case behavior, since you might still randomly pick the elements in sorted (or reverse sorted) order.
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